POWERPLUS BATTERIES

Highly reliable automotive lead acid batteries
for all vehicles. Drycharged Batteries:
Blended low antimony alloy and large topof-plate acid-head room design ensures low
maintenance. 100% DC plate effect, helps
immediate battery activation. Wetcharged
MF batteries: Internal rust-free silver calcium
alloy ensures complete maintenance-free
performance with minimum self-discharge
and resistance to overcharging.

POWERPLUS VRLA SMF BATTERIES
UPS Systems for Computers
-

Telecommunications

-

Back-up for critical equipment

-

Central lighting system

-

Cash counting machines

-

Attendance registers

-

Medical equipment

-

Fire alarm equipment

-

Electronic security systems

-

Portable emergency lights

-

Solar applications

POWERPLUS MOTORCYCLE BATTERIES
Designed for Motorcycles, Scooters, Jetskis,
ATVs and Snowmobiles

POWERPLUS INVERTER / TUBULAR BATTERIES
During electricity power blackouts, these batteries silently take over the electrical load through Inverter
system and maintain the power. Low maintenance and economically priced.

DYNATRADE AUTOMOTIVE GROUP
Strong Foundations. Enduring Values.
Dynatrade Automotive Group - one of the region’s fastest
growing and most respected names in Automotive Products
& Services.
At Dynatrade Automotive, we maintain a global outlook reaching out to a rapidly expanding base of customers and
business associates across the world. Forging lasting bonds and
strong relationships through trust, quality and professionalism.
Consolidating as a reliable single source solution for a wide
spectrum of automotive products and services – Vehicles,
Construction Equipment, Aftermarket Parts for Automotive &
Machinery, Tyres, Batteries, Automotive & Equipment Service,
Pre-owned Vehicles, and more.
Backed by a well-developed infrastructure and skills of a large
pool of highly qualified professionals, Dynatrade has earned
the trust of its customers with unmatched reliability and its
deep-rooted passion for customer care.
Built on trust and long-term relationships.

email: dynatrade@emirates.net.ae
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Contact us

Telephone

Fax

Domestic SHARJAH
DUBAI

P.O.Box: 22842, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates
P.O.Box: 20010, Nasser Square, Deira, Dubai, United Arab Emirates

971 - 6 - 5132000
971 - 4 - 2286402

971 - 6 - 5343845
971 - 4 - 2285996

BATTERIES DIVISION

Most Trusted Source For Batteries

DYNATRADE BATTERIES
Batteries Division of Dynatrade has a well deserved
reputation for trust, reliability and customer care in the
Middle East, Africa, CIS and beyond. We have been a
market leader for over two decades. Dynatrade offers
complete range of batteries for all segments - Automotive,
Industrial, Motorcycle, etc.
Dynatrade is the sole distributor of world leading battery
brands like, Incoe, Besf1ts, Fiamm, Global, Maxpart and
Powerplus. Offering an excellent range in OEM quality
batteries for two wheelers, four wheelers (cars & trucks),
forklift motive power traction batteries, deep cycle
golf cart batteries, VRLA SMF- Valve regulated sealed
maintenance free Lead Acid batteries.

INCOE BATTERIES

Manufactured by Astra Otoparts – Indonesia with
Japanese technology, known for their durability and
consistently reliable performance. Through innovative
marketing techniques, Dynatrade has further fuelled the
brand’s success, making Incoe a market leader.
DC Batteries:
-

Japanese plate design for high durability and cranking
performance
Large top-of-plate acid head room ensures low
maintenance
Double layer separators to avoid material shedding
and internal shorts
High quality PP containers to withstand rugged road
conditions
100% dry charged plates – less activation time

INCOE MF Batteries:
-

Calcium technology ensures total MF performance
with minimum self-discharge, high resistant to grid
corrosion and overcharging
Factory wetcharged batteries with better performance
and high reliability
User friendly indicator to check the battery condition
Special design top lid to prevent acid leakage, with
flame arrestor
Heavy duty terminal construction, total resistance to
oxidation

BESF1TS BATTERIES

BESF1TS sealed maintenance-free batteries, ‘Made in Korea’
for automobile applications from the house of MOBIS, with
uncompromising commitment on quality and durability.
Wrought lead-calcium grids
-

Resistant to grid corrosion and overcharging. Less selfdischarge. Minimal gassing and water usage

Low-resistance envelope separators
-

Improved vibration durability, prevents internal short circuits

Vent flame arrestor
-

Minimises acid-leakage, prevents inflow of dust and
possibility of explosion due to outside sparks

Polypropylene case
-

Reinforced design to protect the plates from vibration and
road shock damages

Exclusive patented liquid gas separator
-

Prevents electrolyte loss by collecting electrolyte vapour
and returning liquid into the cell itself

MAXPART BATTERIES

High Quality Maxpart Batteries are manufactured at
ISO9001, IS014001 & TS16949 certified battery factories,
in compliance with Japanese and German specifications.
Range of DC and MF batteries covering the requirements
of all automotive vehicles.

ADVANCED GREEN ENERGY SOLUTIONS FOR THE CHANGING WORLD
FIAMM Motive Power Forklift Batteries from EnersysEurope, the world leader in stored energy solutions for
industrial applications with range of batteries, chargers, power
equipment, and battery accessories.

-

Electric forklifts

-

Pallet trucks

-

Reach trucks

-

Order pickers

-

Platform trucks

-

Stackers

-

Towing tractors

-

Counter balance trucks

-

Battery-operated cars and vans

GLOBAL DEEP CYCLE BATTERIES FROM KOREA

High quality batteries for Golf Cars, Sweepers, Floor
Scrubbers, Electric Wheelchairs, Pallet Jacks, Aerial
Lifts, Electric Recreational Vehicles, Utility Vehicles,
Tow Tractors, Solar Power Applications, Wind Power
Applications, Access Platforms, Special Electric
Vehicles and battery-operated Cars and Vans

